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Abstract. Facilitated by new technologies, disinformation can be spread
much more easily. Recent reports of targeted disinformation campaigns
show the impact it has on democracy, journalism, and opinion mining.
In this work, we propose a novel approach to gain new insights into the
automatic detection of fake news with a focus on German and English
content. Claims, narratives, and entities are extracted from news articles
and social media content using transfer learning approaches from natural
language processing and Transformer models. This extracted information
and its relationships among them can be used to improve classification
models through knowledge infusion during training (interpretability) and
for final prediction results (explainability). To ensure high understand-
ability for our given approach, we will implement a final dashboard using
visual analytics with respect to different types of end-users. In addition,
we will propose a model that generalizes and uses other emerging con-
cepts that are considered as indicators of fake news, such as hate speech,
propaganda and conspiracy theories, as well as emotions, sentiment, ag-
gression and toxicity. These should help identify potentially misleading
content, as well as provide relevant information to derive and collect
intelligence from disinformation campaigns that could provide relevant
basis for possible countermeasures.
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1 Introduction

An increased news consumption and fast dissemination of content on social me-
dia has lead to an information overload in the web, which makes it complicated
for readers to distinguish between deceptive and real news articles [12]. The term
fake news, which is commonly used since the US presidential election in 2016[11]
is usually defined by the intention (unintentional: misinformation; intentional:
disinformation) behind an article and its factuality [17]. It is even said that it de-
veloped as a threat ”[...] to democracy, journalism, and freedom of expression.”
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[22]. Fake news includes misleading biased and persuading propaganda, fabri-
cations, truth hiding hoaxes, click-bait content, not verified rumors and even
satire [11,8,17]. In this work we focus on the aspect of intentionally spread con-
tent that contains misleading information to detect disinformation campaigns in
an early manner, instead of focusing on end-users, who unintentionally spread,
for example, satire articles as a fact.

Furthermore, we define the task of fake news detection as a system that
helps users to identify misleading information with the usage of machine learn-
ing techniques automatically - detecting and explaining to users why this content
is considered misleading. The counterpart - manual fact-checking - is expensive
and slow, through the extended use of experts and immense amount of online
content [22]. Automatic detection with natural language processing (NLP) meth-
ods is complex and does not yet yield satisfactory results. Linguistically based
approaches are easy to interpret and offer deeper insights into themes and narra-
tives, but suffer from ambiguous and colloquial language, different writing styles,
semantics, and abbreviations that are also inconsistent across themes and time.
Recent approaches based on deep neural networks, such as Transformers [19],
show high detection rates, but are known for their ”black box” nature. Derived
results therefore contribute little to an overall insight into the problem domain.
Additionally, the concept of fake news is highly intertwined with other emerg-
ing phenomena on social media and online content, such as hate speech, which
mainly includes racism and sexism [7].

Even though there is already an extensive research on the fake news phenom-
ena, the mentioned issues and combination of concepts have not been included
in current research enough. Therefore, we propose a novel approach to detect
disinformation with focus on multi-lingual transfer learning, with German and
English as the main languages. Our approach will be extended through an exten-
sive research on breaking the black-box apart with knowledge infusion through
graphs and visualization techniques.

2 Related Work

Disinformation can be detected through different machine learning methods. The
most common one is the content-based approach with NLP: news articles are
examined regarding linguistic features that can be directly extracted out of the
body text or title. This can be on character, word, sentence or document level
[12] with focus on the writing style, syntactic and semantic features, such as sen-
timent [21]. Social-context-based approaches on the other hand use user engage-
ments in social networks. This can either be done by examining the propagation
of news in a social network or by analyzing the comments on posts and articles.
The latter can be enhanced by detecting the stance regarding a post or article in
the network, which can give clues about its validation or falsification [12,5]. In
contrast, automated fact-checking helps to construct knowledge-bases [22]. Fur-
thermore, many studies not only focus on solely classification approaches but
rather use a hybrid combination of multiple approaches [4]. Especially in fake
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news detection, the newly invented Transformer models have been applied to
many NLP tasks: claim verification, classification, evidence retrieval and stance
detection [9,18,1,3].

Research on visualization tools includes exBERT by Hoover et al. [6]. The
authors used visualization techniques to analyze the learned representations and
attention mechanisms by the Transformer model. Verify2 by Karduni et al. [10]
is more focused on the linguistic analysis of misinformation in Tweets, such
as moral foundations, subjectivity, bias, emotion and sentiment. The authors
created a visual interface with multiple views for users to explore also topics,
keywords, named entities and relationships between Twitter accounts. Similarly
Yang et al. [20] built an application with decision trees and other visualizations
for analyzing the probability that an article is fake. The authors focused mainly
on the explanation of key components, predictions of words and phrases, and
linguistic features.

3 Main Contributions & Research Questions

In this work we propose a novel approach in the field of automatic detection
of disinformation. The goal is to explore disinformation with natural language
processing, data visualization techniques, and the use of explainable artificial
intelligence (XAI) to 1) improve automatic disinformation detection and 2) pro-
vide tools to gain new knowledge about disinformation itself, such as common
or trending narratives. Therefore, the following main research question and sub-
questions are proposed:

To which extend can we obtain new linguistic knowledge about disin-
formation with NLP methods and XAI techniques?

1. To which extent can we extract statements and narratives from correspond-
ing content and put them in a common context?

2. To which extend can we classify the content and statements of the textual
data with current state-of-the-art models in NLP?

3. How can we model and evaluate complex and abstract semantic concepts
such as credibility, truthfulness or factual content without ground truth on
disinformation?

4. To which extend are methods of XAI and the use of visualization techniques
helpful to gain valuable insights on the decisions by models and to present
them in a user-friendly way?

The contributions of this work are two-fold: firstly, we propose a novel approach
- that is not solely focused on a simple downstream prediction task as a solution
to the detect disinformation - but uses data science techniques and NLP to
create new knowledge about disinformation based on the underlying data for
the German and English language. Secondly, our approach will use XAI methods
with comprehensible visualizations, automatic adaption methods and knowledge
infusion.
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4 Methodology

In our early work exploring the detection of fake news, we have seen that a
stand-alone linguistic binary classification approach for a specific domain does
not give us enough valuable information to tackle the problem of disinformation
detection, even though Transformer models gain an overall high prediction ac-
curacy [16,14]. However, using similar data for a given task, such as in our work
for the detection of sexism [15], can help improve the prediction of classification
models. Therefore, we propose using transfer learning for multiple NLP tasks,
such as claim extraction and verification [18], entity and relationship extraction
[2], and event detection [13]. Those should help understand the narrative of a
given news article and can be used for the creation of a knowledge graph. Those
graphs can be used in XAI to infuse additional information during the training
of a model (interpretability) and plays an important role in understanding the
prediction and analysis results of machine learning models (explainability). To
further gain more knowledge - besides a thorough linguistic analysis - about the
influence of hate speech and propaganda on fake news articles, we also propose to
evaluate the content based on high-level features such as the degree of emotion,
aggression, toxicity, moral foundations and sentiment.

Fig. 1. Methodology overview.

To conduct our research, we will contribute a novel annotated benchmark dataset
for disinformation detection in the German language. Pre-training language
models can be conducted in an unsupervised manner with additional data from
social networks or websites in German or English. Existing benchmark datasets
for the different disinformation concepts can be used and evaluated. An interac-
tive dashboard will show the results of the proposed approach with visualizations,
to help experts and end-users to not only understand why an article contains
potentially critical content, but also to comprehend the decision of the model.
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5 Conclusions

In this work we gave an overview of disinformation, related work and already
published tools in the research area of NLP. Our proposed approach combines
transfer learning strategies, multilingual language understanding with state-of-
the-art Transformer models, generalizability over multiple domains and the usage
of visualization techniques and knowledge infusion to enhance our approach with
interpretability and explainability for end-users as well as experts.
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